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BackgroundBackground

populationspopulations evolveevolve overover timetime
duedue to to variationsvariations in vital in vital ratesrates ((birthbirth, , growth, growth, 
developmentdevelopment, , death)death)
•• populationpopulation dynamicsdynamics ((ecologicalecological scale)scale)
•• lifelife historyhistory evolutionevolution ((longlong termterm))

To To quantifyquantify vital vital ratesrates oror coco--varyingvarying traitstraits isis
difficultdifficult in large in large planktonplankton populationspopulations

LimitedLimited understandingunderstanding whichwhich processesprocesses
controlcontrol populationpopulation changechange overover timetime



AimsAims

• Contribute to the development of individual based ecology
both empirically and theoretically

• approach classical questions in population ecology such as 
population persistence and resilience.

• Provide quantitative information about the level of individual 
variability in life-history traits within and between 
populations

• Provide indirect information on the likelihood and strength of 
the genetic basis for such differences

• Provide a sensible starting point for later studies in 
quantitative genetics and adaptation/evolution in large 
populations. 



MethodsMethods

1. Intra-population variability

2. Comparison field lab

3. Artificial selection

4. Comparison Arctic Boreal

5. IBM 



MethodsMethods

suitable traits:suitable traits:
•• easy to easy to measuremeasure (high n)(high n)
•• correlating with correlating with vital ratesvital rates (e.g. growth)(e.g. growth)
•• independentindependent of short term environmental variabilityof short term environmental variability

body sizebody size
stage duration/generation timestage duration/generation time

comparison of populations from very comparison of populations from very 
different environmentsdifferent environments
•• borealboreal versus versus arcticarctic ØØresund/Svalbardresund/Svalbard
•• potentially different potentially different selective forcesselective forces



MethodsMethods

collaborationcollaboration
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WhatWhat levellevel of of variabilityvariability cancan
bebe expectedexpected??

Body size Development time

asymmetricsymmetric



Model organismsModel organisms

• very common in coastal areas
• short generation times ~ a month (T-dependent!)
• relatively easy to culture (food: Rhodomonas sp.)

baltic         arctic

Acartia spp. (A. tonsa/A. longiremis)



Sampling...Sampling...
… in the Baltic is straightforward.





















1. 1. IntraIntra--population comparisonpopulation comparison

variabilityvariability withinwithin populationspopulations
•• Acartia Acartia sp.sp. rearedreared underunder controlledcontrolled conditionsconditions

range of body sizesrange of body sizes
range of development timesrange of development times
differences of siblings from known femalesdifferences of siblings from known females



1. 1. IntraIntra--population comparisonpopulation comparison

body size body size Acartia tonsaAcartia tonsaØØresundresund
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1. 1. IntraIntra--population comparisonpopulation comparison

individual development individual development Acartia tonsaAcartia tonsaDFUDFU

172 individuals172 individuals
from 15 from 15 ♀♀♀♀

greengreen: reached : reached 
stage C1stage C1

blueblue: reached : reached 
adulthoodadulthood

67 died 67 died 
(=38.2%)(=38.2%)

sex ratio 2:1sex ratio 2:1



1. 1. IntraIntra--population comparisonpopulation comparison

individual development individual development Acartia tonsaAcartia tonsaDFUDFU

to C1to C1 to adultto adult

development time [days] development time [days]



2.2. ComparisonComparison FieldField--LabLab

variabilityvariability withinwithin populationspopulations
•• compare compare lablab--rearedreared Acartia tonsaAcartia tonsa with their relatives with their relatives 

from the wildfrom the wild
range of body sizesrange of body sizes



2.2. ComparisonComparison FieldField--LabLab

Field = high
environmental
variability

Lab = low
environmental
variability due 
to controlled
conditions

Reduction of
variability??



2.2. ComparisonComparison FieldField--LabLab

Field = high
environmental
variability

Lab = low
environmental
variability due 
to controlled
conditions

Reduction of
variability??

Generation 1

Generation 2

Generation x

...

http://davidmlane.com/hyperstat/normal_distribution.html
http://davidmlane.com/hyperstat/normal_distribution.html
http://davidmlane.com/hyperstat/normal_distribution.html


2.2. ComparisonComparison FieldField--LabLab



2.2. ComparisonComparison FieldField--LabLab

variability decreases

generation



3.3. ArtificialArtificial SelectionSelection

induceinduce variabilityvariability in in sizesize withinwithin
populationspopulations
•• manuallymanually selectselect „„largelarge““ and and „„smallsmall““ femalesfemales to start to start 
cohortscohorts
•• monitormonitor sizesize distributiondistribution of of offspringoffspring heritabilityheritability



3.3. ArtificialArtificial SelectionSelection

„large“? „small“? 

body size



3.3. ArtificialArtificial SelectionSelection

y = -7.63x + 860.04
R2 = 0.262

„„smallsmall““

y = 4.8x + 860.33
R2 = 0.099

„„largelarge““



3.3. ArtificialArtificial SelectionSelection

heritabilityheritability



4.4. ComparisonComparison ArcticArctic--BorealBoreal

comparecompare variabilityvariability patternspatterns betweenbetween
populationspopulations
•• arcticarctic individualsindividuals
•• borealboreal individualsindividuals

bredbred underunder identicalidentical conditionsconditions

of closely related species



4.4. ComparisonComparison ArcticArctic--BorealBoreal



4.4. ComparisonComparison ArcticArctic--BorealBoreal

repeat 1. and 2.repeat 1. and 2. with Arctic populationswith Arctic populations
•• intraintra--population variability in population variability in Acartia Acartia longiremislongiremis

body sizebody size
development timesdevelopment times

•• reduction of variabilityreduction of variability field field lab?lab?
differences in variability patternsdifferences in variability patterns due to different due to different 
selection pressure?selection pressure?

comparecompare with with A. A. tonsatonsaØØresundresund

estimate strengthestimate strength of life history evolutionof life history evolution



4.4. ComparisonComparison ArcticArctic--BorealBoreal

Directional
Selection

Stabilizing
Selection

Disruptive
Selection

Proportion
of individuals

Proportion
of individuals

trait value trait value trait value

trait value trait value trait value

?? – work in progress…



5. Model5. Model (IBM)(IBM)

developdevelop an an individualindividual basedbased modelmodel (IBM)(IBM)
•• seriesseries of of modelmodel runsruns wherewhere onlyonly thethe levellevel of of individualindividual

variabilityvariability variesvaries
•• monitormonitor modelmodel outputsoutputs overover timetime

doesdoes individualindividual variabilityvariability alteralter modelmodel
outputsoutputs on on ecologicallyecologically relevantrelevant timetime--
scalesscales??



5.5. Model (IBM)Model (IBM)

Populations Populations withwith differentdifferent variabilityvariability patternspatterns
•• All All individualsindividuals have have thethe samesame ((meanmean) ) traittrait

•• TraitTrait variesvaries betweenbetween individualsindividuals

sizesize = normal distribution= normal distribution

DevelopmentDevelopment time = non normal (gamma)time = non normal (gamma)

AssignAssign functionsfunctions forfor
•• mortality, growth, fecunditymortality, growth, fecundity

relate variability patterns torelate variability patterns to fitness: fitness: how does 
size/dev.time affect fecundity/mortality...

ModelModel oneone traittrait at a time over 1 generationat a time over 1 generation

CombineCombine traitstraits, more , more thanthan oneone generationgeneration



5.5. Model (IBM)Model (IBM)
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5.5. Model (IBM)Model (IBM)

how precise can we get?how precise can we get?
•• what level of phenotypic variability what level of phenotypic variability can be detectedcan be detected with with 

current methodscurrent methods
net net samplingsampling: space/time scales, replicates: space/time scales, replicates
sources of variabilitysources of variability (real = patchiness, induced = (real = patchiness, induced = 
inaccuracy of net/handling/data(n)inaccuracy of net/handling/data(n)

•• how how strongstrong does selection have to be to alter our results does selection have to be to alter our results 
(so that we would notice)?(so that we would notice)?

naturallynaturally (life history evolution)(life history evolution)
due to due to climate changeclimate change (e.g. warming, acidification,...)(e.g. warming, acidification,...)
due to other due to other anthropogenic effectsanthropogenic effects (e.g. pollution, invasive (e.g. pollution, invasive 
species, ...)species, ...)



5.5. Model (IBM)Model (IBM)
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